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Druid resurrection dnd 5e

Druidcraft Guidance Mending Poison Spray Produce Flame Resistance Shillelagh 1st Level Animal Friendship Charm Person Create or Destroy Water Cure Wounds Detect Magic Detect Poison and Disease Entangle Faerie Fire Fog Goodberry Healing Word Jump Longstrider Purify Food and Drink Speak with Animals
Thunderwave 2nd level Animal Messenger Barkskin Darkvision Enhance Ability Find Traps Flame Blade Flaming Magic Meld into Stone Plant Growth Protection from Energy Sleet Storm Speak with Plants Water Breathing Water Walk Wind Wall 4th level Blight Confusion Conjure Minor Elementals Conjure Minor
Elementals Conjure Minor Elementals Conjure Woodland Beings Control Water Dominate Beast freedom of Movement Giant Insect Hallucinatory Terrain Ice Storm Locate Creature Polymorph Stone Shape Stoneskin Wall of Fire 5th level Antilife Shell Healing Wounds Planar Binding Reinkarnat Scrying Tree Level Magic
Fey Find The Path Heal Heroes' Feast Move Earth Sunbeam Transport Over Plants Wall from Thorns Wind Walk 7th Level Fire Storm Mirage Arcane Airplane Shift Regenerate Reverse Gravity 8 Animal Forms Antipathy/Sympathy Control Weather Earthquake Feeblemind Sunburst 9th Level Foresight Shapechange
Storm of Vengeance True Resurrection Edit Page Content You touch a creature that has noaked up more than 200 years and died for some reason besides age. When the creature's soul is free and willing, the creature is brought back to life with all its hit points. This spell closes all wounds, neutralizes every poison,
cures all diseases, and lifts all curses that affect the creature when it dies. The spell replaces damaged or missing organs or limbs. The spell can even deliver a new body if the original no longer exists, in which case you need to speak the creature's name. The creature then appears in an unoccupied room that you
choose within 10 feet of you. Material A pinch of holy water and diamonds worth at least 25,000 gp that the spell consumes Target A creature that has not died for more than 200 years and died for some reason besides age. There are a small number of spells available for player resuscitation as listed below. The time
limit is the maximum time you have to throw after the character's death – for example, you can't revivify Revivify after the character's death. Note that bards have access to the Magic Secrets class, which allows them to learn one of these spells that are not listed under the Bard class. For the spells listed for the Bard
class, they must use this not to learn them. Learn. textbf &amp; textbf &amp; textbf &amp; textbf classes &amp; textbf timeout and text and text &amp;paladin &amp; 10, text days text and pure carbons &amp; text &amp;5. &amp; text &amp;amp; 10,Text Days Text and Text »Text»7th &amp; 'Text'' 'Bard', ','text and
years, text and text &amp;amp; Text &amp;e Or with more information: Revivify Classes: Cleric, Paladin Spell level: 3rd Minimum character level: 5 for Clerics, 9 for Paladins Casting Time: 1 action Maximum allowed time after death: 1 minute Cost: 300 gp Requires body: Yes Restores body parts: No Raise Dead
Classes: Bard, : 5. Minimum character level: 9 for bards and clerics, 17 for Paladine : 10 days Cost: 500 gp Requires body: Yes Restores body parts: No clean-caratate classes: Druid spell level: 5. Minimum Character Level: 9 Casting Time: 1 Hour Maximum Allowed Time After Death: 10 Days Cost: 1000 gp Body: Yes,
but only a small part : Yes, but gives a completely new body Resurrection Classes: Bard, Cleric Spell Level: 7. Minimum Character Level: 13 Casting Time: 1 Hour Maximum Allowed Time After Death : 100 years Cost: 1000 gp Requires body: Yes, but only a small part restores body parts: Yes True Resurrection Classes:
Cleric, Druid spell level: 9. Minimum character level: 17 : 200 years Cost: 25000 gp Requires body: No leftovers Body parts: Yes Wish classes: Wizard, Spell Level: 9. Minimum character level: 17 Throw time: 1 Action Maximum allowed time after death: Dependent Cost: None Requires Body Parts: Restores Parts :
Depends Special: Wish can be used to cast any spell at 8th level or lower without any additional cost, so you can just choose any of the resurrections except True Resurrection. In theory, Wish can do much more than that, for example, ignoring the maximum time allowed after death, but this comes at a price described in
the wish spell, and can fail altogether or create undesirable effects. Honorable Mention (accessory spell): Animal Resurrection 3rd-level Necromancy Casting time: 1 action Range: Touch Components: V, S, M (diamonds worth at least 300 gp that the spell consumes) Duration: Immediately touch an animal that has died
within the last 24 hours, and this creature returns to life with 1 hit point. This spell cannot return to life to an animal that has died in old age, cannot recover missing body parts, and has no effect on a creature other than an animal with a challenge rating (or level) of 2 or lower. At Higher If you play this spell with a 4th level
or higher spell slot, you can increase the animal's challenge rating, which can affect any spell slot level above 4th place by 2. Back to the main page → 5e Homebrew → Spells → Druids back to the main page → 5e Homebrew → Spells → Ranger Necromancy Level: 7 Casting Time: 1 Hours Range: Touch Components:
V, S, M (a diamond worth at least 1,000 gp that the spell consumes) Duration: Instantaneous You touch a dead creature that hasn't died in age for more than a century , and that is not undead. When his soul is free and willing, the target returns to life with all its hit points. This spell neutralizes all the poisons and cures
normal diseases that infect the creature when it dies. However, it does not remove magical diseases, curses and the like; If such effects are not removed before they cast the spell, they infect the target on its return to life. This spell closes all deadly wounds and restores all missing body parts. The return from the dead is
a torment. The target takes a -4 penalty on all attack rolls, saving throws and skill tests. Each time the goal ends a long break, the penalty is reduced by 1 until it disappears. This spell is used to restore life to a creature that has been dead for a year or more, taxes that tax you very much. Until you end a long pause, you
can no longer cast spells, and you have disadvantages in all attack roles, skill checks, and store throws. Page: 272 Player Manual A bard, cleric, spell create and save your own magic books, register now! Looking for another spell ? Visit the Magic List &lt;&lt; Back I like immortality. So I'm less of a fan of permanent
death. There are currently four Resurrection spells: Revival, Resurrection, Resurrection, And True Resurrection. I love Revivify. Essentially, it's something like the magical version of resuscitation. And level 3 is appropriate. As long as the body is more and without integrity, the spell succeeds. In comparison, the other
three Resurrection spells are less useful, even punitive. Really, it only takes two resurrection spells. • Revival (if the body is reasonably complete) • Resurrection (if the body or soul no longer exists, or resurrection would otherwise be impossible). Revivify can probably absorb Raise Dead. In other words, at level 3, if the
body is dead only within minutes, then the ally comes back to life with 1 hit point and no penalties. But if the has begun to disassemble, then it should return with levels of exhaustion that take up to several days to recover from. If the body had been destroyed, e.B. a head is missing, then Revivify will fail automatically.
The Resurrection should be able to create a NEW BODY, perfectly healthy, of all ages, to bring everyone back to life, no matter how the ally died or how long ago. The Resurrection spell should even be able to reconstruct the echoes of a destroyed soul. Unlike Revivify, the Resurrection should be able to deal with the
impossible situations, including the pre-processing of a self-resurrection. Therefore, such a version of Resurrection probably deserves a slot 9, comparable to Wish. Since this resurrection creates a new body, it should also be able to restore an ally trapped in an exposed animation (compare clone where the soul moves
to a new body). The old body disappears when residues are incorporated into the new body. Likewise, such a resurrection can destroy an undead by creating a new living body while the undead corpse disappears. In the meantime, a reverse application of this Resurrection spell can be used to deny an enemy the
possibility of a resurrection. In this case, trying to resuscitate a denied ally would be similar to Dispel Magic and hard to achieve. If the only two spells are Revivify and Resurrection, slot 3 Revivify meets the needs of most recoveryfrom death in the D&amp;D gaming experience. In contrast, Slot 9 Resurrection comes into
play for the rare events of a terrible downfall. In the meantime, the Resurrection spell remains useful to resuscitate himself when the player wants a new body for the character (compare Death Ward, which prevents death, clone that keeps a new body waiting, and astral projection, in which the death of a projected body
simply returns to the player's character to the body). In total: Slot Spell Level 3: Revivify (including Raise Dead) Slot Spell Level 9: Resurrection (includes True Resurrection) Related spells include: Slot 1 (!): Reincarnation Slot 4: Death Ward Slot 7: Regenerate Slot 8: Clone Slot 9: Astral Projection Last edited: November
6, 2019, register or register to remove this ad Currently there are four Resurrection spells: Revivify, Raise Dead For the completeness in such a discussion, reincarnation and as you further mention, clone and death Ward. You are not the same as the four that you list, of course. Really, it only takes two resurrection
spells. • Revival (if the body is reasonably complete) • Resurrection (if the body or soul no longer exists, or resurrection would otherwise be impossible). It is somehow true that the distinction between Rez and True Rez could be dropped, leaving only the L9 spell. Ditto Revivify and Raise Dead, right on L5? For me, this
feels like a reasonable case, although I also deal with things in their own good and played by the very specific differences. For the completeness in such a discussion, reincarnation and as you further mention, clone and death Ward. You are not the same as the four that you list, of course. Right. Reincarnation. However,
I find reincarnation a less useful spell. The way I make it useful is reincarnation becomes a Level 1 spell. In this way, when a new player character dies, dies, can give the player (namely the willing soul) the opportunity to get this character back as a completely different race, but with the same memories. Not every player
is interested in such an invitation. But Level 1 is where the spell becomes interesting. When Revivify becomes routine, the character is already in the next stage, so levels 4 to 8 reincarnation becomes less useful because it changes the character concept that has already received significant investments. It is somehow
true that the distinction between Rez and True Rez could be dropped, leaving only the L9 spell. Ditto Revivify and Raise Dead, right on L5? For me, this feels like a reasonable case, although I am also good with things in their own time and have played by the very specific differences. I find Level 3 okay for a combined
Revivify and Raise Dead. The incentive to avoid exhaustion is enough to make the players rush. If they miss the window of opportunity, then exhaustion levels are the result. Perhaps every day of death is synonymous with a level of exhaustion. So many days lead to death through exhaustion. Then the Resurrection
comes into play as a last resort. Right. Reincarnation. However, I find reincarnation a less useful spell. Huh, we reinstated someone in our TBT game last week, it was great fun. He started as a half-orc and now he is a tielfing that deals with the fact that he is no longer a strong half-orc, but a weak low. So I'm unclear
about your idea of resurrection here. Do you roll Resurrection into the 9th level spell of True Ressurection so that you have a gap from the 5th level PC game to the 17th level PC game where there are no intervening spells to bring someone back? So I'm unclear about your idea of resurrection here. Do you roll
Resurrection into the 9th level spell of True Ressurection so that you have a gap from the 5th level PC game to the 17th level PC game where there are no intervening spells to bring someone back? So for clarity: Slot 1: Reincarnation Slot 3: Revivify Slot 9: Resurrection I will also update the original post. I am fine with
the levelling gap between revival and resurrection. At Slot 3, Revivify is already able to meet almost all resurrection needs, especially if it also includes Raise Dead. On Slot 9, Resurrection is only for strange corner cases. I expect players to go in search of a legend-level wizard who knows the Resurrection spell. Like a
cleric in a mighty city a famous remote place of pilgrimage. This wizard might well need a favor in return to achieve certain goals. Personally, I don't like the idea of rolling Raise Dead in Revivify. I like this in early levels, your only option is to drag your fallen ally's body to the nearest temple and pay the local priest to bring
it back. In a big city there could be a priest powerful enough to educate dead, to educate, on the border areas, Revivify is the best you can hope for, and this is where Gentle Repose comes into play. I think that creates a really nice dynamic. I would be fine if reincarnation were at the same level as Revivify, which gives
you an option to bring back someone who has exceeded the time limit for resuscitation, at the expense of them who need to be in another body. But I think the first level is too early because it makes it accessible to starting characters and removes that early season where you can't bring your allies back and you have to
drag them back to town. I think the combination of Resurrection and True Resurrection is a big step. says no. How about changing the cost of Revivify to 500 gp In total: Slot Spell Level 3: Revivify (including Raise Dead) Slot Spell Level 9: Resurrection (including True Resurrection) EDIT: I misunderstood. Rewrite. It
seems as if the body is mangled, then we are looking for a 17th level or higher caster. This makes certain types of death much closer to permadeath. Last edited: Nov 6, 2019 At least the new UA gives revival Druid, Ranger, &amp; Paladin... so there are options out there not clerics, but yes, the point is still standing. It is
a big step towards permadeath for many many levels. I like the concept of Revivify, but as a DM I loathe it as written. In a campaign I had that went to a high level, they still used Revivify as the primary resurrection method. Once they had to use a wish spell because the PC fell into the Abyssal Storm of the Demon Web
Pits, but that's it. It's just TOO good compared to Raise Dead and even Resurrection, as the 1-minute restriction is rarely a problem (only once did the party throw it during the fight before the 1 minute was). In my current campaign, I copied the punishment from Raise Dead to Revivify. They are not level 5 yet, but
depending on how it goes, I can make this a permanent rule. It seems as if the body is mangled, then we are looking for a 17th level or higher caster. This makes certain types of death much closer to permadeath. The revival magic says: Heal deadly wounds. So as long as the puzzle pieces are available, Revivify seems
to be able to restore a sprained body. On the other hand, burning a corpse by fire could destroy the body. So fired the revival could fail. It depends on how reconstructable ash is. Probably not. At this point, the Resurrection spell would be the only option. Even if the return about Revivify, the dying in a could come back
with still intact vital organs with burn scars? In a campaign I had that went to a high level, they still used Revivify as the primary resurrection method. Once they had to use a wish spell because the PC fell into the Abyssal Storm of the Demon Web Pits, but that's it. It's just TOO good compared to Raise Dead and even
Resurrection, as the 1-minute restriction rarely has a (Only once did the party cast it during the fight before the 1 minute). It is true that resuscitation is almost always useful, even at the highest level. I'm okay with that and I feel like it's working as intended. Characters usually die in combat. Resuscitating them in the same
round or at the latest immediately after the battle is usually the way a resurrection happens. However, the possibility of fire damage could make resuscitation more difficult if the fire destroys vital organs. The decay spell explicitly destroys the body. The resurrection would therefore be the only option. Last edited: Nov 6,
2019 Revivify can probably absorb Raise Dead. In other words, at level 3, if the body is dead only within minutes, then the ally comes back to life with 1 hit point and no penalties. But when the body has begun to disassemble, then it should return with levels of exhaustion that take up to several days to recover from. If the
body had been destroyed, e.B. a head is missing, then Revivify will fail automatically. Or could the whole series of spells simply revive? Or could the whole series of spells simply revive? Personally, I would love lesser-known spells and more spells that they can throw across the board. However, to contradict myself, I
wonder if this adds an additional layer of complexity at the table, because every spell has to be evaluated in each slot. I'm good with complexity off the table, but I don't want to slow down the game. Warlock gets along with it because you just need to know if for one level. However, to contradict myself, I wonder if this
adds an additional layer of complexity at the table, because every spell has to be evaluated in each slot. Any known or lower spell, even if it can't be upcast, is a candidate to consider when using a slot, it's usually all pretty intuitive, you jump straight to the best spell for the situation - but I could see that the theoretical
decision tree modeling becomes quite complex. Or could the whole series of spells simply revive? My main problem with the four Resurrection spells (revival, baptism, resurrection, and true resurrection) is that they feel too much like superfluous magics. They remind me of 3e (healing of slight wounds, healing of
moderate wounds, healing of severe wounds, healing of critical wounds). I breathe a sigh of relief when I see 5e consolidate them as 'Cure Wounds' - augmentable by using higher slots. By consolidating the there are two striking lyses. • Revival = revival of the old body • Resurrection = create a new body Last edit: Nov 6,
2019 Regarding The Revival. Perhaps, the longer the body is dead, the higher the required slot spell level and the more levels of exhaustion result? All the way up to Slot 7( If Slot 8 is required, the exhaustion of the sixth level would kill the character, causing the spell to fail.) At Slot 9, the Resurrection is better through a
fresh new body. So. Revivify can revive a vitally intact body that was dead less than 1 minute. For each higher-level spell slot, the Spell of Revival can revive a body that was dead for up to another week. The revived character hardens for each new week of death. For example, a body that is dead for 10 days requires a
spell level 5 slot to revive, and the revived character succumbs to two levels of exhaustion. I'd rather get rid of Revivify (or jump to 5th place and combine it with Raise Dead). With Revivify in third, with no real drawbacks, death does not make more than a speed bump, provided the corpse is in reasonably reasonable
form. The Resurrection (at number 7) requires at least a bit of the previous body. It is the True Resurrection in 9th place that must go; at this point her party throws desire, and it would not be much of a stretch to the 5e Wish rules to allow it to resuscitate someone without body parts present. Personally, I don't like the idea
of rolling Raise Dead in Revivify. I like this in early levels, your only option is to drag your fallen ally's body to the nearest temple and pay the local priest to bring it back. In a big city, there might be a priest powerful enough to awaken dead, but when you're on the borderland, the best thing you can hope for is Revivify,



and that's where Gentle Repose is practical. I think that creates a really nice dynamic. The problem is that an awful lot of parties don't have access to Gentle Repose, and without that spell, which you don't technically have to throw as a ritual (although I can't see a non-black-hearted DM that really enforces it) because a
ritual takes +10 minutes, so you have to be prepared, the PC is just dead. It's a nice dynamic in a party with a cleric, I agree. But it essentially makes it a game of forcing a player to be a cleric and have a non-evil DM or you diiiiiiee!, that's like, not great. I think it's worth losing to improve the game in general, which would
be the combination of the two. An alternative approach would be to put Gentle Repose back on what it should be, a ritual at the 0th level level accessible by more than just clerics. The problem is that an awful lot of parties don't have access to Gentle Repose, and without that spell, which you don't technically have to
throw as a ritual (although I can't see a non-black-hearted DM that really enforces it) because a ritual takes +10 minutes, so you have to prepare, PC is just dead. It's a nice dynamic in a party with a cleric, I agree. But it essentially makes it a game of forcing a player to be a cleric and have a non-evil DM or you diiiiiiee!,
that's like, not great. I think it's worth losing to improve the game in general, which would be the combination of the two. An alternative approach would be to put Gentle Repose back on what it should be, a 0th level ritual more than just clerics. Yes, I would say putting it on the Druid, Paladin and Ranger magic lists (and
maybe Bard?) would be a good step. I'm not 100% sold on making it a cantrip though. I actually like that the healer has to weigh up the risk of using his last magic slot to help in a fight, or save him for Gentle Repose in case someone dies. Once you've cast it with a slot, you can keep the dead party member reposed with
ritual castings. The problem with putting on the list is that it means that it sits on one of the very small number of spells that prepare or know these classes, which is not great. Perhaps it should be a class feature that requires you to apply a 1st level magic slot that exists in the healing classes. Page 2 I like this one. I
particularly like the exhaustion adjustment for resuscitation. That is, I would keep the Resurrection at level 7, but require a level adjustment because of the absence of a body. They are supposed to keep the story going, and that is a good thing. sign in or sign up to remove the ad I like. I particularly like the exhaustion
adjustment for resuscitation. That is, I would keep the Resurrection at level 7, but require a level adjustment because of the absence of a body. They are supposed to keep the story going, and that is a good thing. I like that, give the resurrection an upcast option. Would you increase the cost of the material component to
scale from the cost of resurrection to the cost of True Recycling? I mean, 25,000 gp is a big jump from the 1,000 gp resurrection cost! I like the idea of just a resurrection spell, upcast as required depending on body condition / deterioration / availability. You could even stick Reinkarnat there as an option with a lower slot if
you only have a small piece of corpse. Revify: Casting time: 1 action component: 300 gp diamonds or diamond dust consumed. Returns to life a creature that has died in the last hour. The body must be present. Deadly wounds are healed, and the creature has 1 horsepower. When they die at the last minute, they return
with a degree of exhaustion (unless they died with more). If longer than a minute, two levels of exhaustion. When they die of exhaustion, they return with 5 degrees of exhaustion. All poisons and diseases that have killed a creature are not healed by this spell, but their action is delayed by 30 minutes. Higher levels: Works
as a 4th level spell on a creature that has died in the last 24 hours. On the 5th level, a week. 6th level, one month. On the 7th level, one year. On the 8th level, 100 years. For any time increment beyond 30 minutes. If the creature was dead for more than one day, week, or year, they return with 3, 4, or 5 levels of
exhaustion. I wouldn't use the initial level of exhaustion for a quick resuscitation, as you may end up in a death spiral (ahem). So, under a minute no extermination, over a minute a level. One consequence that you not have thought about it here, the effect is to be able to use these spells on NPCs. It's much harder to
pursue a murder mystery adventure if you can just resurrect the victim and ask what happened. Yes, there are talking to the dead, but (1) this spell has limitations, while questioning a resurrected NPC has none, and (2) you could easily have a party where no one has spoken to the dead, but there is virtually no way that
you will have a party without reviving under your new guidelines. The Resurrection should be able to create a NEW BODY, perfectly healthy, of all ages, to bring everyone back to life, no matter how the ally died or how long ago. The Resurrection spell should even be able to restore the echoes of a destroyed soul. Unlike
Revivify, the Resurrection should be able to deal with the impossible situations, including the pre-processing of a self-resurrection. Therefore, such a version of Resurrection probably deserves a slot 9, comparable to Wish. Since this resurrection creates a new body, it should also be able to restore an ally trapped in an
exposed animation (compare clone where the soul moves to a new body). The old body disappears when residues are incorporated into the new body. Likewise, such a resurrection can destroy an undead by creating a new living body while the undead corpse disappears. In the meantime, a reverse application of this
Resurrection spell can be used to deny an enemy the possibility of a resurrection. In this case, trying to resuscitate a denied ally would be similar to Dispel Magic and hard to achieve. Maybe I'm a misunderstanding, but I don't think a resurrection should be able to reverse the effects of a trapped soul: Magic Jar, Stasis
(which is no more magic in 5e, but I love it), a person who is transformed into an undead. Otherwise, you could kill a lich with a single spell from a distance. I think the search for this soul and the release makes it a good adventure hook that should not be freed by hand from a spell. Imo. As far as an enemy is denied a
resurrection: Magic Jar, turn them into undead or bury them because they have been sanctified, all allow it. There are a few other spells that do this, but I can't remember them by hand. Perhaps I am a misunderstanding, but I do not believe that a resurrection should be able to Reverse the effects of a trapped soul: Magic
Jar, Stasis (which is no longer a spell in 5e, but I love it), as far as I can deny a resurrection to an enemy: Magic Jar, turn them into undead or bury them because they are all 'Hallowed', all allow this. There are a few other spells that do this, but I can't remember them by hand. This Resurrection spell would be Slot Spell
9, so I think it should undo various effects that catch a soul. A person can preemptively suppress the Resurrection by being a higher level and throwing an inverted version of the Resurrection. (Things like 'Vestiges' by Immortals are more like suppressing their existence rather than really being non-existent.) ... a person
who has turned into an undead. Otherwise, you could kill a lich with a single spell from a distance. I think the search for this soul and the release makes it a good adventure hook that should not be freed by hand from a spell. Imo. That is a good point. If the Resurrection is used aggressively to destroy the undead, there
may have to be some preconditions to achieve this. A simple condition would be that the former living soul of the undead is willing. In the case of a lich, the soul could rather remain a lich. That is a good point. If the Resurrection is used aggressively to destroy the undead, there may have to be some preconditions to
achieve this. A simple condition would be that the former living soul of the undead is willing. In the case of a lich, the soul could rather remain a lich. Well, resurrection does not work at all if the soul is unwilling. You can't resuscitate people offensively to torment them again and again. So, since a Lich willingly made
himself undead, the spell would automatically fail. It would deny him his immortality, and he would never accept it. It could be the same for most intelligent natural undead. (like the huge negative energy... I forget what they're called) zombies and the like would have unwilling 'tortured' souls trapped inside. A vampire is a
hedge case. They were probably not willing participants when they were filmed, but now they could deny a resurrection. So you may need to do it on a case-by-case basis or put it in a savings throw. One consequence you may not have thought about here is the effect of being able to use these spells on NPCs. It's much
harder to pursue a murder mystery adventure if you can just resurrect the victim and ask what happened. Yes, there are talking to the dead, but (1) this spell has limitations, while questioning a resurrected NPC has none, and (2) you could easily have a party where no one has spoken to the dead, but there is virtually no
way that you will have a party without reviving under your new guidelines. Generally. I'm less of a fan of sabotaging character concepts to make a dungeon crawl mysterious. For example, D&amp;D usually destroys the classic ability to phase through fixed objects and delays them to ridiculously high levels, just so that
the DM can keep a room secret. In the case of phase, I would prefer low be normal. If the DM needs a space to eliminate player characters, then there must be lower spells such as Wall of Protection against Evil, which also exclude phasing characters, so can seal a room. Regarding murder secrets. I find them almost
untenable in D&amp;D. Even a low-level non-player character can hire someone to cast raise Dead. The murder has no serious serious In a magical world of resurrection, prescience, screaming and contact with souls elsewhere. A murder secret in D&amp;D would have to be ingenious to feel credible even from a
distance. Part of the solution is magic like non-detection to block attempts to identify the murder. The success of a murderer depends on competitions between powerful magicians. @Yaarel Something else about destroying the undead: I think a save is probably a good idea for any 'Insta Kill' spell anyway. In fact, save or
die spells were gone in 5e, so perhaps offensively reerrising undead should require a rescue and let it do heaps of damage to the undead. If they are destroyed in this way, the soul will be resurrected. I like this one. I particularly like the exhaustion adjustment for resuscitation. That is, I would keep the Resurrection at
level 7, but require a level adjustment because of the absence of a body. They are supposed to keep the story going, and that is a good thing. I prefer Slot 9 Resurrection to be the 'fix everything' spell that only Legenary characters can do. I feel even though the official Revivify spell is now, it's so good that there's really
no use for the Slot 7 Resurrection Spell. Only in situation-free corner cases would Raise Dead or Resurrection ever play a role. Regarding the revival in the original post. If you resuscitate an ally within 1 minute, then the ally is fine, without exhaustion. This thread emphasized to me how the Revivify spell never removes
scars. It could 'close deadly wounds', but the scars of those wounds remain, even if the character is alive and well. Some scars can be horrible. As a DM, I like the idea that players pick up a new scar every time they reach 0 hit points. At least it has the narrative of persistent injuries, even if the mechanics are currently
lacking. Well, resurrection does not work at all if the soul is unwilling. You can't resuscitate people offensively to torment them again and again. So, since a Lich willingly made himself undead, the spell would automatically fail. It would deny him his immortality, and he would never accept it. It could be the same for most
intelligent natural undead. (like the huge negative energy... I forget what they're called) zombies and the like would have unwilling 'tortured' souls trapped inside. A vampire is a hedge case. They were probably not willing participants when they were filmed, but now they could deny a resurrection. So you may need to do it
on a case-by-case basis or put it in a savings throw. Undead probably a good candidate for DM 'yes-no-maybe'. If the DM knows that the undead character does not want to be undead, then it is a car success. If the DM knows that the undead character is undead, then it is (with the exception of any remorse) a car error.
If the DM feels that in this case the undead character could go both ways, then a role is necessary for success. A consequence that may not have thought about it, here is the effect of being able to use these spells on NPCs. It's much harder to pursue a murder mystery adventure if you can just resurrect the victim and
ask what happened. That really is not a problem. We have been dealing with this for 1st days. Talk to Dead? A corpse without a head cannot speak. Revivify / Raise Dead / etc? The victim is not omniscient. The victim may have been killed from behind, may have been killed by someone (or something) disguised as
someone else, can't know why she was killed, etc. revivify has a fun unique feature you touch a creature that died in the last minute. This creature returns to life with 1 hit point. This spell cannot return to life to a creature that has died in old age, nor can it restore any missing body parts. More specifically, there is
something missing that brings back other spells that everyone has.... it does not require a willing soul/sacrifice. I played a serious cleric in a CoS campaign &amp; one of the npc committed suicide, instead of answering questions about Strahd. The jaw of the GM fell when I immediately replied with Revivify needno willing
victim, I drill the 300 gp to throw it &amp; $fluff $rp and pointed out that I will not allow him to escape quiestioning &amp; we can loop torture &gt;toetoric&gt;repeat if necessary. The rest of the table laughed as the GM checked the phb &amp; the npc promptly began to sing Revify: Casting time: 1 action component: 300
gp diamonds or diamond dust that is consumed. Returns to life a creature that has died in the last hour. The body must be present. Deadly wounds are healed, and the creature has 1 horsepower. When they die at the last minute, they return with a degree of exhaustion (unless they died with more). If longer than a
minute, two levels of exhaustion. When they die of exhaustion, they return with 5 degrees of exhaustion. All poisons and diseases that have killed a creature are not healed by this spell, but their action is delayed by 30 minutes. Higher levels: Works as a 4th level spell on a creature that has died in the last 24 hours. On
the 5th level, a week. On the 6th level, one month. On the 7th level, one year. On the 8th level, 100 years. For any time increment beyond 30 minutes. If the creature was dead for more than one day, week, or year, they return with 3, 4, or 5 levels of exhaustion. A few points here: What if the body, or most of it, is not
present? Or is the resurrection under this idea still a magic of its own? to avoid the problem caused by the post post in terms of mystery solution - and some other headaches - I would suggest to increase the material component cost by at least 10x, if not 20x or more, for all versions except the very simple died-in-the-
last-hour variant. Generally. I'm less of a fan of sabotaging character concepts to make a dungeon crawl mysterious. For D&amp;D usually destroys the classic ability to phase through fixed objects and delays them to ridiculously high levels, just so that the DM can keep a room secret. In the case of phase, I would prefer
low level normal. If the DM needs a space to eliminate player characters, then there must be lower spells such as Wall of Protection against Evil, which also exclude phasing characters, so can seal a room. Which character concept is sabotaged by keeping some settings secret? (except for the concept I want to know
now everything that is more of a player problem IMO and not something I want to do justice to) Regarding murder secrets. I find them almost untenable in D&amp;D. Even a low-level non-player character can hire someone to cast raise Dead. The murder has no more serious consequences. Fixable immediately by
increasing The Material Component Costs of Raise Dead beyond the means of one other than the wealthy, i.e. adventurer and nobility. Speak With Dead remains an issue, but if the killer doesn't betray himself while doing the deed, the dead corpse can't say what the living corpse didn't know. @Lanefan At Slot Spell
Level 3, the Revivify spell becomes available as soon as possible. This helps characters keep the story going. So as long as the body is in a viable state or at least all important pieces are present, Revivify will do almost all character resurrections at the highest level. The folding of Raise Dead in Slot 3 Revivify is more
and irrelevant, as almost all resurrections will be within a minute anyway, either during the fight or immediately afterwards. There were vague concerns that Revivify could interfere with murder secrets if Revivify revived a murdered non-player character (within, say, 10 days of death), as revealed by the killer. As others
pointed out, even the victim may not know who the killer is (because of mask, invisibility, shape change, long-range attack, poison or so on). So even the resuscitation of the victim will not necessarily reveal the identity of the murderer. In addition, a killer could take precautions to prevent a revival (or a Speak with Dead
spell) by destroying the dead by fire, acid, or removing another vital organ like the heart. In any case, character concepts must be feasible. Vague concerns about mystery or mystery can be resolved in other ways. Note I don't use gp costs to restrict the use of a spell. The amount of money that players may be able to
access depends entirely on the setting. For example, an urban environment could lead to the player characters being wealthy nobles (with access to family funds or business loans), while a wilderness setting could result in the player characters never really seeing money. I usually avoid all gp costs. (If the gp refers to the
actual object that the spell is aimed at, it is the object that counts, the gp.) I prefer other methods if necessary to prevent spell spamming, including frequency limits: only once a day or once a week (or once per 9 days). Flavorwise, the explanation is a ritual is necessary to prepare the spell for the spell, and it contains
certain astronomical positions and sacred calendar times. So far I haven't had any problems with Revivify because the players don't like to die. They work well together and feel free to avoid fighting when the encounter appears above their level (which it is sometimes). is).
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